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Abstract

The variety of tectonic features on the Moon indicates that the lunar lithosphere has undergone a complex deformational

history. Lobate scarps and wrinkle ridges are two such tectonic features that have resulted from compressional stresses. The

crisp morphologies and cross cutting relations associated with a global population of lobate scarps have been cited as evidence

for their recent (<50 Ma) formation, but observations of recently active wrinkle ridges have yet to be made on a similar scale.

Here, we present new observations of 1,127 recently active wrinkle ridge segments on the lunar nearside mare. Our results

indicate that recently active wrinkle ridges are distributed across ˜90% of nearside mare basins – occurring in clusters of ˜10–

100 ridge segments with a mean segment length of 4.4 km. The magnitudes and orientations of these recently active wrinkle

ridges are consistent with the hypothesis of formation by orbital recession stresses.
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result of recent tectonic activity.  13 
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suggest formation by tidal and impact stresses. 19 
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Abstract 40 

The variety of tectonic features on the Moon indicates that the lunar lithosphere has 41 

undergone a complex deformational history. Lobate scarps and wrinkle ridges are two such 42 
tectonic features that have resulted from compressional stresses. The crisp morphologies and 43 
cross cutting relations associated with a global population of lobate scarps have been cited as 44 
evidence for their recent (<50 Ma) formation, but observations of recently active wrinkle ridges 45 
have yet to be made on a similar scale. Here, we present new observations of 1,127 recently 46 

active wrinkle ridge segments on the lunar nearside mare. Our results indicate that recently 47 
active wrinkle ridges are distributed across ~90% of nearside mare basins – occurring in clusters 48 
of ~10–100 ridge segments with a mean segment length of 4.4 km. The magnitudes and 49 
orientations of these recently active wrinkle ridges are consistent with the hypothesis of 50 
formation by orbital recession stresses.   51 

Plain Language Summary 52 

The surface of Earth’s Moon has undergone continual shifting for ~4 billion years in 53 

response to a variety of compressional forces. Recent studies of small, linear faults in the lunar 54 
surface, known as lobate scarps, have indicated that those features formed within the last ~50 55 

million years and may remain currently active. A separate class of compressional features, 56 
known as wrinkle ridges, exist primarily in the solidified lava flows on the lunar nearside. The 57 
timing and formative mechanisms associated with those recently formed wrinkle ridges remain 58 

under constrained. Here, we present new observations and measurements of a large population of 59 
small wrinkle ridges on the lunar nearside. Many of the features that we document in this work 60 

have yet to be studied in detail, and our results indicate that the forces associated with the 61 
migration of the Moon away from Earth are responsible for their formation.  62 

1 Introduction 63 

The surface of the Moon boasts an array of tectonic features. Compressional stresses acting 64 
on the lunar lithosphere have manifested in the form of lobate scarps and wrinkle ridges across 65 

the lunar highlands and mare (e.g., Schultz, 1976). Evidence for the recent movement and 66 
formation of lunar lobate scarps has been put forth in the form of cross cutting relations with 67 
other, young lunar surface features (e.g., Binder, 1982; Watters et al., 2012) as well as absolute 68 

model ages derived from buffered crater counting over those scarps (Clark et al., 2017; Van der 69 
Bogert et al., 2018). The spatial distribution and orientations of lunar lobate scarps have 70 
indicated that some combination of orbital recession, global contraction, and solid-body tidal 71 

stresses are at work in deforming the lunar lithosphere on a global scale (e.g., Watters et al., 72 

2010; Banks et al., 2012; Watters et al., 2015). The extensive knowledge base regarding recent 73 

lunar tectonism is derived primarily from these robust studies of lobate scarps.  74 

Compared to the near-global distribution of lobate scarps, wrinkle ridges on the lunar surface 75 
exist primarily in the lunar maria (Schultz, 1976; Melosh, 1978; Watters et al., 2022). Early 76 
wrinkle ridge formation in the lunar maria resulted from an isostatic response of the lunar 77 

lithosphere to the voluminous outpouring of mare deposits onto the lunar surface (e.g., Melosh, 78 
1978). The formation of those early wrinkle ridges followed a predictable geometric pattern in 79 
which linear wrinkle ridges formed in radial and concentric patterns away from the mascon 80 
center (e.g., Melosh, 1978; Solomon and Head, 1980; Freed et al., 2001). Morphologically, most 81 
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wrinkle ridges exhibit increased lengths, widths, and topographic relief relative to lunar lobate 82 
scarps. 83 

The regional distribution and ages of those larger, mascon-induced wrinkle ridges have been 84 
analyzed using Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Wide Angle Camera (WAC) data 85 
with an image resolution of 100 m/px (Yue et al., 2019; Schleicher et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018). 86 
Recent work has also successfully utilized rock abundance data derived from LRO Diviner 87 

instrument thermal data to identify a network of recently active wrinkle ridges on the lunar 88 
nearside (Bandfield et al., 2011; Valantinas and Schultz, 2020). However, the resolution of the 89 
rock abundance dataset is coarser (237 m/px) than that of the LROC WAC image data. The use 90 
of those coarse resolution data in prior work prohibited the observation of any smaller, 91 
decameter-wide wrinkle ridges that may be below the resolution of the LROC WAC dataset. The 92 

omission of small, recently active wrinkle ridges from past work has the potential to introduce a 93 

sampling bias into the understanding and timing of wrinkle ridge formation and global stress 94 

mechanisms acting on the lunar lithosphere.   95 

Several recent studies have identified subsets of recently active wrinkle ridges that do not 96 

follow the paradigm of mascon tectonism (e.g., Williams et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2019; Clark et 97 
al., 2022). These recently active ridges, located in isolated regions of Mare Frigoris, Mare 98 
Serenitatus, and Mare Imbrium, crosscut meter scale impact craters and display crisp, uneroded 99 

morphologies – potentially indicating recent formation by localized, late-stage mare cooling (Lu 100 
et al., 2019) or lunar global contraction (Williams et al., 2019).  However, those studies present 101 

isolated results over only a small percentage of the nearside mare.  102 

Until now, interpretations regarding global stress mechanisms currently acting on the lunar 103 
lithosphere have been primarily derived from observations and measurements of lobate scarps in 104 

the lunar highlands and large-scale wrinkle ridges in the nearside lunar mare. Here, we present 105 
new observations of small, recently active wrinkle ridges across ~90% of the lunar nearside 106 

mare. Our work therefore stands to provide a more spatially complete understanding of stress 107 
mechanisms that are responsible for recent deformation of the lunar surface and lithosphere. 108 
Given that our results are constrained to the mare, this work also provides new regions of interest 109 

for a future lunar geophysical network that are advantageous to a wider variety of geologic 110 
subdisciplines.       111 

2 Methods 112 

We utilized NAC images from the LROC instrument in the LROC Quickmap web interface 113 
to identify tectonically deformed impact craters across the lunar maria with diameters ranging 114 
from <30 m to >2 km. The specific NAC image data used in our work consisted of an LROC 115 

Wide Angle Camera (WAC; 100 m/px) mosaic overlaid with large incidence (55–80˚) NAC 116 
images (0.5–2.0 m/px) and NAC region of interest (ROI) mosaics (0.5–2.0 m/px) where 117 
available (WAC+NAC+NAC_ROI_MOSAIC toggle in the Quickmap layers menu). As the 118 

NAC mosaics are only available for specific, larger surface features, the overwhelming majority 119 
of our mapping was conducted using the individual NAC image swaths. A shapefile of 11,746 120 
previously mapped wrinkle ridges was overlain onto these image data to provide a general sense 121 
of wrinkle ridge location throughout the lunar maria (Thompson et al., 2017). The individual 122 
wrinkle ridges mapped in that work exhibit a mean length of 15.8 km and a total, combined 123 
length of 94,824 km. Those previously identified ridges were mapped in LROC WAC image 124 
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data at a larger 125 
scale than that used 126 

in our methods. We 127 
manually examined 128 
each wrinkle ridge 129 
under or near to 130 
those polyline 131 

features in the 132 
Thompson et al., 133 
2017 dataset and 134 
placed a point 135 
feature at the center 136 

of every identifiable 137 
impact crater that 138 
had been deformed 139 

in some way by a 140 

wrinkle ridge. 141 

Two geologic 142 
scenarios justified 143 
the classification of 144 

an impact crater as 145 
tectonically 146 

deformed in our 147 
mapping (Fig. 1): 148 

(1) the impact crater was directly crosscut by both bounding scarps of a wrinkle ridge, or (2) if a 149 
crater has been infilled or crosscut by one of two bounding scarps associated with the 150 

crosscutting ridge. While the former scenario comprised the majority of crater deformation in our 151 
dataset, a small percentage of the latter were observed as well. Once the deformed craters were 152 
flagged as tectonically deformed in Quickmap, the database of deformed crater center points was 153 

exported into ESRI’s ArcGIS Pro as a point shapefile. That point shapefile was then used to 154 
create a density map of deformed crater populations using the ArcGIS Kernel Density tool. 155 

We used our point density map of tectonically deformed impact craters to identify isolated 156 
areas of increased tectonic activity across the lunar nearside mare. Each zone typically contained 157 
an isolated complex of small, sinuous ridges that were responsible for the majority of crater 158 

deformation in that zone. We used the same NAC image data (0.5–2.0 m/px) in the LROC 159 

Quickmap interface to then map those individual ridge segments within the zones of recent 160 

activity. Our mapping effort was conducted at a smaller scale using higher resolution image data 161 
than was used in previous wrinkle ridge analyses (e.g., Thompson et al., 2017; Yue et al., 2019).  162 

 

Figure 1: LROC NAC image showing the two primary types of cross 

cutting relationships used to map tectonically deformed impact 

craters in our work: 1) a degraded crater crosscut by both parallel 

wrinkle ridge scarps and 2) crater deformation by a single wrinkle 

ridge scarp (LROC NAC M1354091640LE).  
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3 Results 163 

Figure 2: (A) Previously mapped wrinkle ridges (Thompson et al., 2017 - orange line 

features) and 2,277 tectonically deformed impact craters identified in this study (green point 

features) overlying an LROC WAC mosaic of the lunar nearside mare. (B) Density map of 

the tectonically deformed impact craters given in part (A) overlain by the recently active 

wrinkle ridge segments (red line features). Under the assumption that the most recently active 

ridges cause the most observable surface deformation, east and south Oceanus Procellarum 

exhibit the most recent tectonic activity on the nearside mare.  

 

A 

B 
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Using LROC NAC images in 164 
the LROC Quickmap interface, we 165 

mapped 2,277 impact craters in the 166 
diameter range of ~0.03–2.0 km on 167 
the nearside lunar mare that have 168 
been deformed by compressional 169 
tectonic activity (Fig. 2A). Most of 170 

those mapped craters were 171 
deformed by 1,152 wrinkle ridge 172 
segments distributed across 37 173 
isolated “zones” of recent tectonic 174 
activity in the nearside lunar mare 175 

(Fig. 2B). The mapped wrinkle 176 
ridge segments exhibit a mean 177 
length of 4.4 km and combined 178 

length of 5,070 km. The isolated 179 

zones of recent tectonic activity 180 
can be observed as areas of dense 181 
surface deformation in our crosscut 182 

crater map (Fig. 2B). 183 
Morphologically, the wrinkle 184 

ridges mapped here exhibit narrow 185 
widths (~100–300 m), measurable 186 
sinuosity ratios of <1.5, and 187 

relatively minimal topographic 188 

relief. In cross section, the small 189 
ridges commonly exhibit narrow 190 
central ridges with steeply sloping 191 

bounding scarps that are 192 
superposed on more broad 193 

topographic arches (Fig. 3). This 194 
cross-sectional morphology is 195 
common among other lunar 196 

wrinkle ridges of varying sizes. A 197 
dendritic pattern was observed 198 
among individual ridge clusters in 199 

which narrow, sinuous ridges 200 

propagated parallel to and away 201 

from one another in a single, 202 

 
Figure 3: LROC NAC image (Marius Cone ROI mosaic) 

of a wrinkle ridge complex located in central Mare 

Procellarum overlaid by and LROC NAC Digital Terrain 

Model (DTM; Marius Cone 1). In cross section, the ridge 

system here exhibits a narrow (~100 m) central ridge 

with a steep southeast facing scarp that is underlain by a 

broader (~300 m) topographic arch. At center, the ridge 

exhibits ~12 m in total relief. 
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overarching direction (Fig. 4). Regionally, the small, sinuous ridges demonstrated a preferred 203 
NNW-SSE orientation at equatorial latitudes (30˚S–30˚N) that shallowed to a preferred WNW-ESE 204 
orientation at higher latitudes (30˚N–60˚N) (Fig. 5).  205 

4 Discussion  206 

B 

Figure 4: Recently active wrinkle ridge systems located in N. Mare Imbrium (A) 

(LROC NAC M1274280167RE, M1236649139LE) and E. Mare Serenitatus (B) 

(LROC NAC M1289319410LE). (C) Image subset depicting a ~35 m-diameter 

impact crater crosscut by a recently active wrinkle ridge. White arrows indicate 

recently active ridges and black arrows show crosscut craters in all images.  
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The small wrinkle ridges identified here crosscut impact 207 
craters on the lunar surface with diameters as small as ~30 m 208 

(Fig. 4c). Based on current models of regolith overturn and 209 
impact crater topographic diffusion, past studies have cited 210 
similar cross cutting of meter-to-decameter scale impact craters 211 
as evidence for recent (<50 Ma) or current movement of the 212 
associated ridge (Trask, 1971; Moore et al., 1980; Fassett and 213 

Thomson, 2014; Speyerer et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2019). 214 
Our results indicate that these recently active wrinkle ridge 215 
systems exist in 37 locations across most nearside mare basins 216 
(Fig. 2B). Buffered crater counting methods have been used in 217 
past studies to establish absolute model ages (AMAs) for larger 218 

wrinkle ridges on the lunar surface (Yue et al., 2017), but that 219 
work was limited by the resolution of the LROC WAC data (100 220 
m/px). The use of lower resolution data in that work resulted in 221 

the exclusion of the meter-scale wrinkle ridges and crosscut 222 

craters identified here. The derived wrinkle ridge AMAs (~3.1–223 
3.5) were, therefore, much older than those postulated for the 224 
small, sinuous ridges identified here. Similar AMAs for the 225 

small, recently active ridges identified here are difficult to obtain 226 
due to a lack of superposing craters, non-linear ridge 227 

morphologies, and the tectonically altered diameters of the 228 
craters that have been crosscut.  229 

Several stress mechanisms have been proposed to account 230 

for the formation of young lunar tectonic features on the lunar 231 
surface. Large-scale, radial wrinkle ridges located in the 232 

nearside mare basins have been postulated to result from 233 
lithospheric compensation in response to mare formation and 234 
isostatic loading of the lunar lithosphere (Melosh et al., 1978; 235 

Solomon and head, 1980; Freed et al., 2001). Separately, the 236 
global distribution and preferred N-S orientation of recently 237 

active lobate scarps at equatorial latitudes has been cited as 238 
evidence for lithospheric flexure due to lunar orbital recession 239 
aided by global contraction (Melosh, 1978; Melosh, 1980; 240 
Watters et al., 2015; 2019). Operating under the assumption that 241 

the presence of dense boulder fields on a wrinkle ridge indicates 242 

recent tectonic movement of that ridge, another recent study 243 

utilized the LRO Diviner rock abundance dataset to identify a 244 
network of recently active wrinkle ridges that exhibited 245 
heightened boulder populations on their scarp slopes (Bandfield 246 
et al., 2011; Valantinas and Schultz, 2020). The recently active ridges in that work were 247 
coincident with a deep-seated rift network inferred from polygonal lineations in Gravity 248 

Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) gravity gradient data (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014). 249 
The observed recent tectonism was therefore attributed to a reactivation of that deep seated fault 250 
system by a stress network that is antipodal to and caused by the SPA impact event (Schultz and 251 

Crawford, 2011; Valantinas and Schultz, 2020). Lastly, two separate wrinkle ridge complexes in 252 

 
(A) 30˚N - 60˚N 

 
(B) 0˚ - 30˚N 

 
(C) 0˚ - 30˚S 

Figure 5: Rose diagrams 

showing the preferred 

orientations of recently 

active, small wrinkle 

ridges (Fig. 2A) between 

(A) 30˚N and 60˚N, (B) 

0˚ and 30˚N, and (C) 0˚ 

and 30˚ S. Arrows 

indicate preferred 

orientations. 
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east Mare Serenitatus and north Mare Imbrium have been presented as being recently active due 253 
to potential late-stage mare cooling and global contraction stresses, respectively (Lu et al., 2019; 254 

Clark et al., 2022). Morphologically, the small, sinuous ridges analyzed in those studies are the 255 
most similar to those mapped in here. As such, both were included in our database of recently 256 
active ridges on the nearside mare.  257 

Several of the aforementioned stress mechanisms can be ruled out as the cause of recent 258 

wrinkle ridge activity identified in our work. Unlike the larger, more evenly distributed wrinkle 259 
ridges associated with a mascon tectonic system, the recently active ridges presented here are 260 
narrow and sinuous in morphology and often occur in branching clusters of ~10–100 individual 261 
ridge segments in both mascon and non-mascon settings. Prior studies have also concluded that 262 
formation of mascon-related wrinkle ridge formation ceased at ~1.2 Ga based on crosscutting 263 

relationships with other surface features (Melosh et al., 1978; Solomon and Head, 1980; Freed et 264 

al., 2001). Thus, causation by mascon isostatic compensation is disfavored as a formation 265 

hypothesis due to the differential scale and timing of the ridges associated with that stress 266 
mechanism. The hypothesis of late-stage mare cooling as causation for recent tectonism is 267 
partially supported by non-KREEP-bearing lunar samples returned by the Chang’e 5 mission that 268 
exhibit radiometric age dates of ~2.0 Ga. Prolonged cooling or volcanism within the lunar mare 269 
is necessary to justify such a young crystallization age (e.g., Tian et al., 2021). However, given 270 
the time disparity between the pervasive ridge activity documented here (<50 Ma) and the 271 
expected cessation of mare volcanism (~1.0 Ga; Schultz and Spudis, 1983; Heisinger et al., 272 

2011), we expect localized flow cooling and contraction to be an unlikely sole cause of 273 
widespread, recent tectonism in the lunar nearside mare.  274 

The ridges mapped in our work exhibit preferred NNW-SSE linear orientations at near-275 

equatorial latitudes (0˚–30˚ S, 0˚–30˚ N) that gradually shallow to WNW-ESE orientations at 276 

greater distances from the lunar equator (30˚N–60˚ N) (Fig. 5). These fault orientation patterns 277 
are consistent with those expected from lunar orbital recession stresses and relaxation of a 278 
nearside tidal bulge (e.g., Figure 2C in Watters et al., 2015). A small number of the recently 279 

active ridges mapped here also appear to be spatially correlated with GRAIL gravity gradient 280 
data. Such a correlation is consistent with causation by an antipodal SPA stress network and 281 

associated deep moonquakes centered beneath the lunar nearside mare (Valantinas and Schultz, 282 
2020; Schultz and Crawford, 2011). One primary difference between these two potential stress 283 
mechanisms is the scale of tectonic deformation that results from each. The surface expression of 284 
an SPA antipodal stress release has been identified as a reactivation of deep-seated faults and a 285 
shifting of larger wrinkle ridges associated with those faults (Valantinas and Schultz, 2020). The 286 

lower lithospheric stresses imparted by orbital recession (~20–40 KPa) are more likely to result 287 

in smaller tectonic landforms that are limited in width, length, and depth of deformation (Watters 288 

et al., 2015). The narrow, sinuous morphologies associated with many of the ridges mapped in 289 
our work appear more consistent with formation by those lithospheric stresses imparted by 290 
orbital recession and despinning. However, given the close spatial correlation between several 291 
recently active ridges and deep-seated faults inferred from GRAIL gravity gradient data (i.e., 292 
Mare Frigoris, Mare Serenitatus, and Oceanus Procellarum), SPA antipodal stresses should not 293 

be ruled out as a formation mechanism on a local scale. The addition of a secondary, SPA-294 
induced stress mechanism helps to explain the few local deviations from the overall NNW-SSE 295 
orientation observed in our wrinkle ridge dataset.  296 

5 Conclusions 297 
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Through extensive mapping of recently active lunar wrinkle ridges and tectonically deformed 298 
impact craters, we have presented new observations of recent tectonic deformation on the lunar 299 

nearside mare. From those results, we put forth the following conclusions. 300 

• We identify tectonically deformed impact craters on the lunar mare with diameters as 301 
small as ~30 m. Models of regolith overturn and crater diffusion indicate that impact 302 
craters on this diameter scale should be erased from the lunar surface in <50 Ma (Trask, 303 
1971; Moore et al., 1980; Fassett and Thomson, 2014; Speyerer et al., 2016; Williams et 304 
al., 2019). Thus, the superposing wrinkle ridges mapped here have been geologically 305 

active in at least an equivalent timeframe. 306 
 307 

• Individual ridges identified in our work display narrow, sinuous morphologies and are 308 

spatially clustered in 37 isolated areas across most nearside mare basins. These recently 309 
active ridge clusters occur at the centers and edges of both mascon and non-mascon mare, 310 
indicating that their formation and activity is likely unrelated to mare thickness or 311 

isostatic compensation of the lunar lithosphere.  312 
 313 

• The recently active wrinkle ridge segments documented here exhibit a preferred NNW-314 

SSE orientation at equatorial latitudes that that shallow to a WNW-ESE orientation with 315 
increased latitude. When combined with the small morphological scale of the recently 316 
active ridges presented here, this latitude-dependent orientation pattern is consistent with 317 

formation by orbital recession stresses and tidal bulge relaxation – a mechanism that has 318 
been hypothesized as the cause of recently active lobate scarps in the lunar highlands 319 

(e.g., Watters et al., 2015). However, given the spatial coincidence between several 320 

recently active ridges and deep-seated faults inferred from GRAIL gravity gradient data, 321 

SPA antipodal stresses should not be ruled out as formative stress on a local scale (e.g., 322 
Valantinas and Schultz, 2020). 323 

 324 

• Our results provide new support for the hypothesis of a tectonically active Moon (e.g., 325 

Watters et al., 2010; Banks et al., 2012; Watters et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2017; Van der 326 
Bogert et al., 2018; Watters et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2019; Valantinas 327 

and Schultz, 2020). The addition of recently active mare wrinkle ridges to prior 328 
observations of recently active lobate scarps in the lunar highlands provides a more 329 
complete the global understanding recent lunar tectonism. As such, the lunar mare should 330 

be considered as a target of interest for future lunar seismic analysis missions. 331 
 332 
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Data availability statement 340 

The recently active wrinkle ridge and crosscut impact crater datasets generated in this work 341 
and presented in figure 2 are available in a Figshare repository 342 
(https://figshare.com/s/a2c308f4df7e9bf336cc) as GIS-ingestible shapefiles in an 343 
Equirectangular coordinate system. The image data used to map and create those datasets are 344 

publicly available through the LROC QuickMap web interface (https://quickmap.lroc.asu.edu). 345 
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